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Following the rapid development in the electronics
industry particularly in the area of VLSI (Very Large
Scale Integration), the computer industry appeared to be
flooded with powerful yet inexpensive equipment with
multi-functional capabilities. Apart from traditional
applications in data-processing, most computer vendors
claim that solutions have already existed for offices to
automate for increasing productivity. Being one of the
most sophisticated financial centres in the world, Hong
Kong has become a seemingly prominent market for Office
Automation. Companies in Hong Kong have therefore been
bombarded recently with those newly coined phrases like
'Paperless Office' or 'Office of the Future'. But will
this be true in the case of Hong Kong, a small place
with a totally different environment (politically and
economically) and far from the United States where
Office Automation originated and prosper.
The objectives of this study are therefore to
survey the various requirements and criteria associated
with Office Automation, and to recommend an approach for
Office Automation for companies in Hong Kong.
As Office Automation is a comparatively young
industry in Hong Kong, the survey has been largely based
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on information gathered through discussions with
representatives from vendors and companies prior to the
pilot survey. Questionnaires were then distributed to
both companies and vendors in assessing their views on
the related issues in Office Automation.
Results from the survey indicated that both
vendors and companies have similar views towards most of
the related issues, showing that the market for Office
Automation in Hong Kong is becoming more mature and
promising. Better expectations can be made with further
understandings and cooperation between vendors and
companies in maximising benefits through adopting a
better approach and solution in Office Automation in the
coming future.
This survey is by no means a complete review and
study of all related issues on Office Automation.
However, as it is a pioneer in this concern, it is
intended to serve as a basic reference for future in-
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In the early stage back to 1970s, equipment for Office
Automation was designed and developed to handle single
function, such as a dedicated word-processor. Following the
development in electronics technology, more and more
powerful equipments at far less expensive prices were
developed with multi-functional capabilities, though the
main application areas were then in data-processing.
However, fierce competition coupled with the ever-
increasing costs in labor/staff and production have
gradually led management to become more and more aware of
the growing needs in improving efficiency and productivity
in order to increase or at least remain competitive.
Improved timeliness and quality of information and
communication within commercial entities enable timely and
better decision making and control, which has in turn become
an indispensable tool for companies.
It is then Office Automation emerged. More and more
powerful equipment of higher performance capable of providing
more functions become available in improving office
productivity through better and easier communication,
storage, retrieval and manipulation of information.
2Since the first computer installation at the China Light
and Power Company in 1963, the growth of data processing in
Hong Kong has been remarkably rapid'. This phenomenal
increase covers all computerisation areas from basic hardware
to sophisticated software applications. Total computer
installations in Hong Kong grew from 276 in 1978 to a total
of 1005 in 1983. At the same time, total computer suppliers
(including software consultancy and computer bureau) grew
from 58 to 3812, an indication of both growing reliance and
importance of computers for companies in Hong Kong. Apart
from looking at the traditional data-processing areas of
computer applications, various corporations had already
declared their venture into the Office Automation aspects
with considerable investments. Citibank, for instance, has
embarked on an ambitious plan to automate the various office
functions of its institutional banking group (i.e. corporate
accounts) here in Hong Kong3, and automation for the whole
Hong Kong operations of one of the prominent hongs, Jardine,
Matheson Company is already underway. All these phenomena
indicated that companies in Hong Kong are ready to automate
1A.F.M. Conway, "Proud Record of Success," Asia Computer
Weekly, 26 January, 1981, p.6.
2Computers in Southeast Asia- A Perspective,"
Automated Office, July, 1984, p.45.
3Steve Kong, Ambitious OA Plans by Citibank in Hong
Kong,, Asia Computer Weekly, 23 December, 1983, p.l.
3their offices, as and when the time and an appropriate method
comes. The question is, are requirements of companies
observed by Office Automation vendors in Hong Kong?
DEFINITION OF OFFICE AUTOMATION
Traditionally the word 'automation' had been used to
refer to methods and machines to make industry more and more
automatic4. In the case of Office Automation, a phrase that
was newly coined following the rapid development of micro-
electronics technology in commercial applications, this
traditional meaning apparently does not apply. Office
Automation in general could include even the use of
telephones in facilitating communication, or microfilm to
enhance storage space and faster retrieval, both of which
have become so common that most people would not consider
them as specific methods or machines that make the office5
more automatic. The automated office, it seems, is
technology for people, not instead of them, and it defies
precise definition because office automation will be
different for each individual offices.
However, for the purposes of the study, Office
Automation is defined as the use of VLSI (Very Large Scale
Integration) technology in commercial applications aimed at
4The Advanced Learner's Dictionary of Current English
with Chinese Translation, Twelfth Impression, 1980 p.63.
5Robin Lynam, The Hong Kong Office Moves Into the Age of
Automation,, Hona Kona Business Today, February, 1985 p.23
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improving office productivity including communications,
storage, retrieval and manipulation of information. In
general, the following office automation functions are









Spreadsheet and Database Applications
A DILEMMA ?
It is a fact that only until recently, computers were
seen mainly as a means of handling more efficiently the
input-process-output aspects of office work already being
done6. The bean counting approach was frequently applied
to measure productivity, which may have worked well for the
application of early computer technology, but is no longer
appropriate for the advanced technologies designed to support
the individual consumer of the office environment. if
6Vernell K.Munson,'Bean counting' approach hinders
automation,Asian ComputerWorld, 4 June, 1984 p.10.
7 Ibid.
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office automation, by definition, understandably varies
between offices, it follows logically that companies in Hong
Kong, which have their own culture, background, constraints
and are operating in a completely different environment from
the United States where Office Automation originated and
prospered, will have different requirements over Office
Automation as seen by vendors based outside Hong Kong. Even
in the United States, vendors may not be observing companies
requirements. An example is the rushing pellmell of vendors
to provide voice-annotation of correspondence and files8. In
the end, companies in Hong Kong may then have to automate in
ways not to their true requirements, but rather to the
benefits of the vendors. If this dilemma exists, the
companies in Hong Kong may lose not only the investments in
automating their offices, but also their strengths in
competition. On the other hand, the vendors may also be at
risk of offering not what the market wants, which may have the
effect of shortening product life-span which makes it
difficult to cover the huge research and development costs for
the products, or to the worst losing consumers in the long
run. Both of these would be undesirable to either party, and
it is therefore important to observe if there is any major
discrepancy during the early stage of introducing Office
Automation in Hong Kong.
8Users uncaring as vendors rush into voice annotation,





As Office Automation does cover a very wide scope of
functions, it would be impractical within the time and
resources available to cover all the relating aspects and
functions. The Study has therefore limited its scope to
cover the requirements relating to the major functions of
Office Automation defined earlier:
In addition, targeted respondents for the Study was
confined to those computer suppliers and companies which have
computer installations as listed in the Directory of the Asia
Computer Yearbook 1984.
Objectives of Study
The objectives of the study are :
1.To survey the Office Automation functions requirements
and importance as seen by companies and vendors
2.To survey the Office Automation methods requirements
as seen by companies and vendors
3.To review the financial considerations for OfficE
Automation as applicable for companies and vendors
4. To assess the requirements and criteria of Office
Automation as seen by companies and vendors
85. To recommend. an approach for Office Automation for
companies in Hong Kong.
Limitations
Apart from the limitation in the scope covered, the size
of the sample (a total of fifty-five Office Automation
vendors and 265 companies excluding those which have only
microcomputers installation or offers) may not be
representative of the total population of all Office
Automation vendors and companies in Hong Kong. Furthermore,
the number of responses (a total of fifteen Office Automation
vendors and eighty-two companies) represented only some 30%
of the samples which may further deteriorate the generality
of the findings.
The generality of the results also is affected by the
different size of installation9. As responses have not been
differentiated on their existing size, their requirements and
therefore plans and criteria in assessment of Office
Automation may differ. However, as with other company-
oriented functions, since Office Automation may be unique to
individual companies, the result at least provided an
indication to the existing environment in Hong Kong in
regarding to Office Automation.
9.Evan Barty,S'pore more computerised than Hong Kong?





As Office Automation is yet a comparatively young
industry in Hong Kong, references on the criteria and
requirements in relation to Office Automation are scarce.
Discussions were thus held with both sales and support
representatives of major vendors in Office Automation as well
as data-processing managers of several companies in
identifying basic possible factors for drafting the pilot
questionnaire. The questionnaire technique was adopted in
order to cover a broader spectrum of respondents both in
terms of industry coverage and size of operation. Pilot
questionnaires were first distributed for comments in a pilot
survey with participants from five major vendors and ten
companies. Revisions were then made based on the respective
feedbacks and the revised questionnaires were sent to
selected companies and vendors appearing in the Directory of
the Asia Computer Yearbook 1984. In addition to identifying
the related criteria and requirements, demographic variables
including the size and nature of business had been included
in the questionnaires.
The questionnaires together with the covering letters
were shown in Appendix I.
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SAMPLING PROCEDURES
As the study was designed to review the criteria and
requirements relating to Office Automation for vendors and
companies, all existing Office Automation vendors and
companies setup in Hong Kong formed the population for the
study. Following on the assumption that Office Automation
will progress from the use of data-processing equipment in
computerisation, the subpopulation of the study incorporated
all companies with computer installations and Office
Automation/ data-processing equipment vendors as listed in
the Directory of the Asia Computer Yearbook 1984. Based on a
further implicit assumption from discussing with
representatives during the pilot review, companies and
vendors with only microcomputers and total number of data-
processing staff less than four will not have immediate
planning over Office Automation and had therefore been
excluded from the survey. A total of 265 and 50
questionnaires were sent to various companies and vendors
respectively in January, 1985, followed by follow-up
questionnaires which were sent in March, 1985. All
questionnaires were sent under covering letters and with
self-addressed return envelopes. Both the questionnaires and
the covering letters are worded differently for companies and
vendors, though the main section on criteria and requirements
are the same in order to ensure consistency in responses.
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DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
Questionnaires collected were edited on their
completeness and internal consistency before summarising.
Data related to the following were collected:
. Functions and priorities in the implementation of
Office Automation
. Office Automation implementation methods
. Financial considerations in relation to Office
Automation Implementation
. Criteria affecting the Office Automation decision
. Requirements on Office Automation
Demographic variables including the size and nature of
business
Apart from the functions and prioritisation in the
implementation Office Automation, all ranking was done on a
scale of 0-2, where 0 represents least importance and 2 the
most importance. Data collected were then analysed against
major variables both in absolute frequency (occurrences) and
percentages of occurrences. The average responses were also
calculated in assessing the overall average opinions for
individual variables. Where appropriate, distribution of
individual rankings were also analysed to reinforce the




PROFILE OF SURVEY RESPONSES
As the survey is based on the listings in the Directory
of the Asia Computer Yearbook 1984, the profile of the survey
sample varies from multinational giant like Jardine, Matheson
Company Limited to small import/export operations in the
case of companies, and from subsidiaries of major worldwide
distributor/manufacturer of computer equipment like Digital
Equipment Corporation to small computer consultancy setups in
the case of vendors. Out of a total of fifty-five
questionnaires for vendors and 265 questionnaires for
companies sent out,a total of fifteen questionnaires were
received from vendors, and eighty-two from companies which
represented some 30% of total samples for subsequent analysis
and interpretation. Based on the questionnaires collected,
the data were analysed to arrive at the profile of the survey
responses especially from companies. Responses had been
obtained from companies in major categories of business 10
Apart from the financial services sector which amounts to
some twenty-seven percent of total responses, the
distribution of responses had been satisfactory. As some
10Readers Reply Services Slip, Asia Computer Weekly,
23rd December, 1983.
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companies are involved in more than one single industry, the
total number of occurrence added up to 114 instead of eighty-
two (total number of questionnaires collected). Since the
study had not covered the differences in individual industry
in the area of Office Automation, assessment on the criteria
and requirements have been based on the total of eighty-two
(entities) instead. Tables 1 and 2 summarised the profile of
the responses by nature and size of business.
TABLE 1
PROFILE OF SURVEY RESPONSES (COMPANIES)
















From the number of companies involving in more than one
industry and the percentage of turnover of the companies as
shown in Table 1 and 2, the survey responses from companies must
have included both large and small operating entities in Hong
Kong, and should thus provide more indicative results.
TABLE 2
PROFILE OF SURVEY RESPONSES (COMPANIES)
Absolute of
Size of Business (Annual Turnover) Frequency Occurrence
Under HK$10 millions 6 7
Hk$10 - 100 millions 21 26
HK$100- 500 millions 16 20
HK$500-1000 millions 9 11
Over HK$1000 millions 30 36
Total 82 100
The following is the list of vendors responded to the
survey, except for three unnamed responses:
Burroughs Machines (HK) Limited Hewlett Packard
Digital Equipment Corporation DataGeneral
EAC Business Systems NCR (HK) Limited
International Computers (HK) Limited DTS (HK) Limited
Oriental Data Systems Limited Honeywell Limited
Sinotronic Limited WANG Pacific Limited
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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS
Based on the survey, the Office Automation market in Hong
Kong appeared to be becoming more encouraging and mature.
Differences in regard to various Office Automation requirements
existed but are in most cases immaterial between vendors and
companies. Responses have indicated that most companies in
Hong Kong have realised the importance of Office Automation and
have planned their commitment to Office Automation in the coming
three years, irrespective of their nature of business. Most
companies and vendors have also agreed on the importance of
various selection criteria on Office Automation, thus providing
valuable implications for an approach to Office Automation in
Hong Kong.
OFFICE AUTOMATION REQUIREMENTS- COMPANIES
1. Office Automation Functions
Responses from companies indicated that the various Offic,
Automation functions considered are recognised with basically
three level of importance:
..First Level Word-Processin





Voice and Imae Processing
Word-Processing will thus be a starting point, followed by
electronic mailing, filing and telex messaging and so on.
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Indirectly this also implied the relative contribution of
each Office Automation functions towards business operations
in Hong Kong.
Results of the importance of ranking or priority by
companies are shown in Table 3A.
TABLE 3A
OFFICE AUTOMATION FUNCTIONS- COMPANIES
Average Relative









2. Office Automation Implementation Methods
Once the functions of Office Automation are considered, it
follows logically to the choice of implementation methods.
Responses from companies, as shown in Table 4A, indicated that
17
there will be fewer companies buying stand alone equipment for
individual functions (e.g. Word-Processors), whereas different
equipment for different applications will still be favored by a
considerable number of companies. This can be explained by the
fact that people in Hong Kong are very practical, and they would
certainly look for the best possible solution for the best
applications or functions. In addition, this method may be the
cheapest among all, which of course will have to be subject to
various other constraints as exist for individual companies.
Most companies, however, do take an integrated solutions
approach, which should avoid the common problems faced upon
'linking' existing equipments together.
TABLE 4A
OFFICE AUTOMATION IMPLEMENTATION METHODS- COMPANIES
Absolute of
Methods of Office Automation Frequency Occurrence
Buying ONLY






3. Office Automation Financial Considerations
Two aspects relating to the financial side on Office
Automation were considered: methods and amounts. On the
methods of financing, most companies will favor purchasing
equipment than rental or leasing. For rental/leasing,
most companies will prefer having purchase options, at a
period of no less than three years. As indicated in Table 6A,
there are companies which have no particular preference
over any single financing method, which had resulted in the
total responses of 87 from 82 companies.
On the amounts of financing, most companies prepared to
invest some HK$0.1 to 0.5 million in both one-off and annual
recurring charges. The result, as shown in Table 6B, had also
indicated an average commitment of HK$1.0 to 1.5 millions
investments from companies, with 8% of companies prepared to
spend over HK$2.0 millions in the coming three years. This
provides an indicator on the growth of the Office Automation
market in Hong Kong.
c
4. Factors Affecting Office Automation Decisions
Three major factors were identified which affect
companies decision towards Office Automation: Head Office
Management Functions, Group Policy and Budget Constraints.
As they carried equal rankings, they are considered of equal
importance. The reason that budget constraints being a major
factor is obvious, while having to abide a Group policy towards
19
TABLE 6A
OFFICE AUTOMATION FINANCING CONSIDERATIONS- METHODS
(COMPANIES)
Absolute of
Financing Methods Available Frequency Occurrence
Rental - Total 7 8





Five-Years & Over 1 14
4 50Purchase Option (Yes)
20Leasing- Total 23











OFFICE AUTOMATION FINANCING CONSIDERATIONS- AMOUNTS
(COMPANIES)
Absolute of
Financing Amounts Prepared Frequency Occurrence
One-off
Under HK$0.1M 10 12
Between HK$0.1 - 0.5M 22 27
0.5 - 1.0M 21 26
1.0 - 1.5M 12 14












Office Automation is beneficial in order to have integration
and better filing/retrieval of information throughout a Group.
The same applies to Head Office Management Functions foi
individual companies.
Responses from companies on factors affecting Office
Automation decision are shown in Table 7A.
TABLE 7A
OFFICE AUTOMATION DECISION CRITERIA- COMPANIES
Factors Affecting Decisions Average Ranking
on Office Automation of Importance






New Products Announcements 0.8
Product Price-cut 0.7




5. Major Selection Criteria
Despite the growing promotion on user-friendliness of
equipment and softwares by Office Automation vendors, responses
from companies indicated that the most important overall
selection criteria would be equipment capabilities, with an
average of 1.4. User-friendliness of equipment is considered
on ease of use rather than on equipment appearance and
keyboard design, which were both important in selecting
word-processors, and now been ranked as of low importance.
This reflects not only the practical side of companies in Hong
Kong, but also the growing awareness and knowledge on the
technical capabilities of equipment to carry out the desired
functions. The low ranking on the importance of existing
data-processing vendors also indicated the gradual split
between Office Automation and data-processing as recognised
by companies in Hong Kong.
Table 9A, 9B, and 9C shows the responses from companies on
various selection criteria in Office Automation.
OFFICE AUTOMATION REQUIREMENTS- VENDORS VIEW
1. Office Automation Functions
Four levels of importance on various Office Automation
functions are recognised by vendors, with word-processing being
the basic level, followed by electronic mailing, filing telex
messaging. Image Processing is ranked as of least importance,
either it is regarded as not required by companies, or it is the
23TABLE 9A
OFFICE AUTOMATION SELECTION CRITERIA- USER-FRIENDLINESS
(COMPANIES)
Major Selection Criteria on Average Ranking
Office Automation of Importance








OFFICE AUTOMATION SELECTION CRITERIA- CAPABILITIES
(COMPANIES)











OFFICE AUTOMATION SLECTION CRITERIA- OTHERS
(COMPANIES)
Major Selection Criteria on Average Ranking
Office Automation of Importance
Availability of Software 1.6
Time-lag of Delivery 0.9
Price of System 1.3
Vendors Reputation 1.2
Supporting Services 1.6
Availability of Products 1.2
Training Services 1.3
Technical Expertise of Sales
Representatives 0.8
Total No. of Users 0.9







limitations of present technology- optical disk is still very
expensive for commercial use in storage and retrieval of massivE
graphics information. Table 3B shows the responses from vendors
on office Automation functions.
TABLE 3B
OFFICE AUTOMATION FUNCTIONS- VENDORS VIEW
Average Relative
Functions of Office Automation Ranking Priority
Word-Processing 1.4 1
Electronic Mailing 2.2 2
Electronic Filing 2.4 3
Appointment Scheduling 5.0 5
Calendar/Diary 5.5 7
Telex Messaging 2.7 4
Voice Processing 5.3 6
Image Processing 6.8 8
2. Office Automation Implementation Methods
Apparently the concept of offering stand alone equipment
for various Office Automation functions is gradually fading, as
no vendor had indicated from their responses in offering only
stand alone equipment. Instead, most of the vendors are
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targeting to offer only integrated solutions towards Office
Automation. Taking into consideration the necessary
compatibility and communication capability of equipment in
area of electronic filing and mailing, this appeared to be
a more reasonable approach to be adopted by vendors.
Table 4B shows the responses from vendors on methods of
implementation of Office Automation.
TABLE 4B
OFFICE AUTOMATION IMPLEMENTATION METHODS- VENDORS VIEW
Absolute of
Methods of Office Automation Frequency Occurrence
Buying ONLY
Stand Alone Equipment 0 0
Different Equipment for
Different Functions 3 20
Integrated Solutions 12 8C
Total 15 100
3. Office Automation Financial Considerations
Most of the vendors offer more than one method of
financing. However, the purchase method is generally favored,
followed by leasing of equipment and then the rental method.
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Where rental or leasing method is proposed, vendors often
provide purchase option as well. This is probable after taking
into account the possibility of selling the equipment after a
few years under the-present trend in electronics technology
development. No vendor had expected investments of more than
HK$2 millions in Office Automation, both in terms of one-off
costs and annual recurring charges. Majority of vendors
responses indicated their offer will be in the region of HK$0.1
to 0.5 million, with less than HK$0.1 million for annual
recurring charges.
The responses from vendors on financing methods are shown
in Table 6A, while responses on financing amounts expected by
vendors are shown in Table 6B.
4. Factors Affecting Office Automation Decision
As shown in Table 7B, vendors in Hong Kong ranked budget
constraints as the most important factor affecting the Office
Automation decision. Head Office Functions and Group Policy
comes as of second importance, followed by other factors
,which include industry trends and product price-cut etc.
Space constraints are nearly not recognised as important, and
following competitors is also ranked low in comparison with
other factors, which indicated the common theme of 'Following




OFFICE AUTOMATION FINANCING CONSIDERATIONS- METHODS
(VENDORS VIEW)
Absolute % of
Financing Methods Available Frequency Occurrence
Rental- Total 5 19





Five-Years Over 1 20
1 20Purchase Option (Yes)
Leasing- Total 6 23











OFFICE AUTOMATION FINANCING CONSIDERATIONS- AMOUNTS
(VENDORS VIEW)
Absolute % of
Financing Amounts Expected Frequency Occurrence
One-Off
Under HK$0.1N 2 13
Between HK$0.1- 0.5M 7 47
0.5 -1.0M 4 27














OFFICE AUTOMATION DECISION CRITERIA- VENDORS VIEW
Factors Affecting Decisions Average Ranking
on Office Automation of Importance






New Product Announcements 1.0
Product Price-cut 1.4
5. Maior Selection Criteria
As shown in Table 10A, 10B, and 10C, vendors placed
emphasis on equipment capabilities, followed closely on user-
friendliness or ergonomics relating to the physical design of
the equipment. However, the highest ranked factors include
supporting services training services, and availability of
softwares, which distinguish vendors from one to another.
This also contradicts to the great emphasis on ergonomics
(e.g. amber screen design versus monochrome green monitor)
in vendors promotion in the United States and Europe.
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TABLE 101
OFFICE AUTOMATION SELECTION CRITERIA- USER-FRIENDLINESS
(VENDORS VIEW)
Major Selection Criteria Average Ranking
on Office Automation of Importance





Modularity of Hardware 1.3
Average Ranking 1.2
TABLE 10B
OFFICE AUTOMATION SELECTION CRITERIA- CAPABILITIES
(VENDORS VIEW
Average RankingMajor Selection Criteria










OFFICE AUTOMATION SELECTION CRITERIA- OTHERS
(VENDORS VIEW)
Major Selection Criteria Average Ranking
on office Automation of Importance
Availability of Software 1.8
Time-lag of Delivery 0.9
Price of System 1.3
Vendors Reputation 1.5
Supporting Services 1.9
Availability of Products 1.5
Training Services 1.6
Technical Expertise of Sales
1.4Representatives
0.9Total No. of Users







OFFICE AUTOMATION REQUIREMENTS- A COMPARISON
1. Office Automation Functions
Responses from both companies and vendors on the priority
or importance over various areas in Office Automation are shown
in Table 3.
The findings can be interpreted using two angles.
The first angle is pessimistic, based on the fact that since
the outcomes are different for the ranking of the three functions
of Office Automation (Appointment Scheduling, Calendar/Diary,
and Voice Processing), the vendors may then be emphasising on
products that may not be required by companies. Furthermore,
apart from the ranking itself, the average responses also
indicated that both electronic mailing and filing have been
considered by vendors of second importance to word-processing,
which averaged to be 2.2 and 2.4 respectively. However,
averages from companies for electronic mailing and filing was
3.1, representing the third level of importance in overall.
This would imply that once word-processing has been
implemented as part of the Office Automation functions, it would
be a two step forward for companies to move to other areas in
Office Automation. The same gap also occurred in Appointment
Scheduling, Calendar/Diary and Voice Processing.
The second angle interprets the data optimistically. As the
priorities or rankings for word-processing, electronic mailing
and filing and telex messaging are similar for both companies
and vendors, it follows that companies may be 'led' by the
34
vendors instead of vice versa. Vendors will always take the
lead, which will result in smaller averages rankings than
that by the companies, as the importance of those functions have
not been picked up yet by companies. The impact of such
interpretation will be considerable, and should be subject
to careful study to establish such an hypothesis. Since the
survey was not designed for confirming the hypothesis, the writer
reserved comments over this approach of interpretation.
Overall speaking, the findings indicated that the importance
of the various Office Automation functions are recognised by
both companies and vendors.
TABLE 3
OFFICE AUTOMATION FUNCTIONS- COMPARISOT
Average Relative
Ranking Priority






4 42.7 3.6Telex Messaging
6.1 6 75.3Voice Processing
86.4 86.8Image Processing
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2. Office Automation Implementation Methods
Table 4 summarised the responses on choice of Office
Automation implementation methods from both companies and
vendors.
TABLE 4
OFFICE AUTOMATION IMPLEMENTATION METHODS- COMPARISON
Absolute % of
Frequency Occurrence
Methods of Office Automation Vendors Cos. Vendors Cos.
Rvior fNT.V
S fen A 1 nnP F.ni nmAnt 0 12 0 J1
Different Equipment for
Different Functions 3 30 20 36
Integrated Solutions 12 40 80 49
Total 15 82 100 100
The differences in the choice of methods in the
implementation may be significant in that most vendors
may stop producing stand alone equipment for Office Automation,
while ignoring the fact that there will still be a need in
Hong Kong. Furthermore, vendors appeared to be all concentrating
on the provision of integrated solutions instead of using
different equipment for different functions. Responses from
36
companies indicated that there will be a considerable proportion
of implementation planned using different equipment, implying
that the vendors may not be on the right direction for the
Hong Kong market.
3. Office Automation Financial Considerations
Financial considerations in the survey has been reviewed in
terms of both the methods of financing as well as the amount
involved in financing. Information concerning the methods of
financing are shown in Table 5A, with information in regard
to the amount involved given in Table 5B.
Despite the fact that 100 percent of responses from
vendors have indicated that the purchase method of financing
will be arranged for companies, the overall percentage of
selecting the various methods are quite close for both
parties. The results indicated that the vendors do prepare
for offering the purchase method of financing, but few on
rental or leasing, which some companies would favor.
Accordingly, vendors should look forward to the possibility
of arranging different methods of financing options to
companies rhater than concentrating mainly on the purchase
method. Further, the duration for financing should be around
three years for rental, and three to five years for leasing with
also purchase options setup. As the choice of duration of
commitment involves the preference over individual companies,
the distribution of companies and vendors on different duration
for both rental and leasing was shown.
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TABLE 51




Financing Methods AvailablE Vendor Cos. Vendor Cos.
RPnfia1 5 7 19 8
No. of Years Preferred
One-Year 3 0 40 0
Two-Years 0 0 0 0
Three-Years 1 6 20 86
Four-Years 1 0 20 0
Five-Years Over 1 4 20 50
1 4 20 50Purchase Option (Yes)
Leasing 6 20 23 23
No. of Years Preferred
One-Year 0 2 0 5
Two-Years 3 2 50 10
3 35Three-Years 7 50
00 0 0Four-Years









Financing Amounts Expected Vendors Los. Vendors Cos.
One-Off
Under HK$0.1M 2 10 13 12
Between HK$0.1- 0.5M 7 22 47 27
0.5- 1.OM 4 21 27 26
1 _n- 1 _SN 2 I L 13 14
1.5- 2.OM 11 1
Over HK$2.OM 6 8
Tota 15 82 100 10(
Annual-Recurrins
I1ndPr I-IK$O- 1 M 8 24 53 29
Between HK$0.1- 0.5M 5 28 33 3z
0.5- 1.OM 1 1c 7 12
1.0- 1.5M 1 10 7 12
1.5- 2.OM 8 10
Over HK$2.OM 2 3
10C15 82 100Total
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4. Factors Affecting Office Automation Decision
Apart from the actual selection of Office Automation
solutions, each company will have its own constraints on the
Office Automation decision. These will include both financial
and non-financial constraints. The survey had inidcated that
most of the constraints as realised by companies in Hong Kong
have largely been observed by most vendors, who had to a large
extent recognised their importance. However, emphasis were
different on the following three factors affecting the decision




As can be seen in Table 7, vendors have placed much more
stress on the above three factors as to their importance
towards decision on Office Automation. This phenomena may
have an impact on the vendors strategy in promotion on industry
trends or price-cut, without realising that their importance
were not as critical as the vendors expected.
In general, apart from the expected financial budget
constraints, the survey reflected that both a Group Policy
towards Office Automation or acting as Head Office management
functions in directing and controlling various subsidiaries or
branches operations will have important effects and impacts on
the decisions on office Automation in Hong Kong.
An interesting phenomena was that most companies and vendors
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had regarded that their decisions on Office Automation will not
be seriously affected by seeing their competitors started
automation. However, most companies had indicated that the
major reasons for Office Automation is to increase productivity
or reduce clerical costs, which should ultimately be aiming at
being more and more competitive, and therefore in the writer's
opinion, the ranking was not sufficiently conclusive for any
specific comments.
TABLE 7
OFFICE AUTOMATION DECISION CRITERIA- COMPARISON
Average Ranking of Importance
Factors Affecting Decision Vendor Uos.
Head Office Management Functions 1.4 1.3
Group Policy 1.2 1.3







5. Major Selection Criteria
The average ranking of importance as to various selection
criteria expected in concern with the selection and
implementation of Office Automation are shown in Table 8A, 8B,
and 8C. Apart from a few criteria with small differences, most
rankings indicated that both vendors and companies in Hong Kong
will basically be concentrating on the following criteria:
• Ease of Use





• Integration Capabilities with existing equipment
The emphasis on these criteria have indicated that the
traditional strategy for vendors to provide and concentrate on
'efficient' hardware development may no longer be applicable.
Instead, software development couple with ease of use features
and high technical capabilities in providing multi-functional
features will become more crucial. Famous data-processing
vendors may therefore not be the most advantageous one to
be selected. This has also been reflected in the low importance
ranked for the criteria on existing data-processing vendors for
companies. Obviously, existing vendors should improve their
supporting and training services to cover up, in cases required,
any possible unsatisfaction on their equipment capabilities.
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TABLE8 A
OFFICE AUTOMATION SELECTION CRITERIA - COMPARISON
( USER - FRIENDLINESS'
A verage R anking of I mportance
M ajor S election C riteria V endors C os
E ase of U se 1 . 7 1 . 7
S creen D esign 1 . 0 1 . 0
K eyboard D esign 1 . 0 0 . 9
HELP M essages 1 . 3 1 . 0
E quipment A ppearance 0 . 9 0 . 5
M odularity of H ardware 1 . 3 1 . 0
A verage R anking 1 . 2 1 . 0
TABLE8 B
OFFICE AUTOMATION SELECTION CRITERIA - CAPABILITIES
A verage R anking of I mportance
C os.vendorsM aior S election C riteria
1 . 41 . 0M emory C apacity
1 . 41 . 3S torage C apacity
1 . 51 . 6C ommunication C apabilities
1 . 51 . 7G rowth C apabilities
1 . 41 . 3S ecurity F eatures
1 . 51 . 5I ntegration C apabilities
1 . 51 . 5A verage R anking
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TABLE 8C
OFFICE AUTOMATION SELECTION CRITERIA- OTHERS
Average Ranking of Importance
Major Selection .1riteria Vendor Cos 4
Availability of Software 1.8 1.6
Time-lag of Delivery 0.9 0.9
Price of System 1.3 1.3
Vendors Reputation 1.5 1.2
Supporting Services 1.9 1.6
Availability of Products 1.5 1.2
Training Services 1.6 1.3
Technical Expertise of Sales
Representatives 1.4
Total No. of Users 0.9 0. 0.9
Total No. of Features 0.8 1.0
Location of Vendor 0.4 0.4
Commitment of Vendor 1.1 1.1
Existing Data-Processing
Vendor of Company 0.9 0.6






Office Automation is a broad concept encompassing all
aspects of office work related to the acquisition, recording,
11
storing and disseminating of information As Office
Automation takes hold, a blurring of the distinction between
12
data-processing and word-processing will result This can be
visualised in the emphasis on the importance of integration
capabilities with existing data-processing equipment amongst the
various selection criteria considered in the survey.
Based on the responses from the survey, it is found that
gradually the importance of Office Automation is being
recognised, with companies planning to commit a considerable
amount of investment in the coming three to five years.
Despite the differences on certain aspects of office Automation
considered in the survey, the trend on its development in Hong
Kong is encouraging. With the growing understandings between
vendors and companies in Hong Kong on the respective requirements
and criteria, Office Automation should be able to provide the
right solutions for companies in Hong Kong to enhance their
productivity for further growth and expansion.
11
OA or The Office of the Future, Chap 4 Informationter






Based on the survey findings, the following approach is
recommended for Office Automation in Hong Kong:
Area of Automation
A step-by-step approach should be adopted.
Word-processing, being a basic function in the areas of
Office Automation, should be implemented first in assessing
the appropriateness and benefits before venturing into other
areas. Electronic mailing and filing should then follow, with
telex messaging being the fourth in priority. Considerations on
progressing futher should be subject to different environment and
constraints of respective entities, as well as the availability
of products at the time.
Methods of Automation
In general, either buying different equipment for differen
functios or to use integrated solutions are favored, as shown i
the responses from the survey. However, as Office Automation
should be implemented on a modular approach with different
priorities, it appears that integrated solutions may not be
appropriate. Subject to detailed selection evaluation
especially on the communication capabilities of equipment,
choosing different equipment for different applicatons is
recommended in order to gain the most in each phase of
implementation.
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OFFICE AUTOMATION PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION
Before implementation and the decision on Office Automation
careful consideration should be made in respect of the following
criteria in the context of individual environment an constraints
which will be important.
• Head Office Management Functions
• Group Policy
• Budget Constraints
Upon management's approval, selection criteria should















Technical Expertise of Sales Representatives
Integration Capabilities with existing equipment
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Owing to the uniqueness of Office Automation to each
individual entity, additional factors may be brought in
for consideration during each phase. Overall, it is only
through a concerted effort between the company and the
vendor concerned that can make the respective Office Automation
implementation successful and fruitful.
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Office Automation- Survey 1985*
With the recent rapid development in electronics and communication
technology, Office Automation is coming to its reality. Phrases
like 'Paperless Office', 'Automated Office' are growing popular,
as with seminars, publication and promotion in the area. Does
that appear to be confusing?
As an independent party, we aim at, through this survey, finding
out the best Office Automation solution towards the various
specific requirements in Hong Kong from companies like yours.
It therefore is extremely important to have your assistance in
providing the necessary information for our analysis.
Kindly therefore spend a few minutes to complete the attached
questionnaire. If you are interested to have the result of
the survey, please indicate in the questionnaire accordingly.
Thank you for your attention in this matter.
Yours faithfully
H.C. SiuDanny S. N. Wong Ph. D.
Student IBA ProgrammeLecturer, MBA Programme, CUHK
CUHKProject Supervisor
*P.S. Please ignore this letter if you have alrealy responded
to the survey.
Please tick in box provided Where applicale, your may tick than one box
All information provided should relate to Group of operation if appropriate
A. REQUIREMENTS
1.Wich of the following do you consider as possible appliction areas aneas in the
Coming three to bive years?
YESMAJOR FUNCTIONS PRIORITYNOAREA
Word-Processing +Typing Ebbciency
Electronic Mailing + Communication
Electronic Filing +Eiling & Retrieval
Appointment Scheduling + ScheduLng
Calendor/Diary +Planning
Telex Messaging +In/Out Telex
Other Areas (e.g. Voicel)
Image Processing
None ob the above is applicable
Reasons
Improvement/Enhancement Areas
2. If your Company/ Gnoup has decided for obbice Automation, which ob the
bollowing will be the tikety counses of action to take?
Buying ONLY standalone (Songle Unit) quimpent
Buying different equipment for different applications
Buying ONLY integnated Solutions
Other Action (Please speciby)
3. What will be the likly sum your Company/Group commit on ossice Autmation
Annual RecurringOne-Oss
Unden HK$0.14 million
Between 0. 1 mittion & 0.5 million
0.5 million & 1.0 million
1.0 mllion & 1.5 millions
1.5 million & 2.0 millions
Over HK$2.0 millions (Pleaae indicate amount)






5. How would the solowing sactors asseci your Company1Guup's decision on
Ossice Automa on in Hong Kong?
No Essect Serious EssectModerate Essect








Other Possible Factors (Please specisy)
in the coming three years ?
6.Please rank the bollowing to their imprtance in your Company's
Selection ob an obbice Automation solution ?











Communication Capability with others
Growth Capability
Seurity Features
Total No. ob Fratures obbered
Price ob Total System
Reputation ob Vendor in industry
Supporting Services obbered
Availadility ob Full Product Range
Training Services Obbered
Technica. Expextise ob Sales Rep,
No. ob Existing Users ob System
Integration Capaility with DP
Location ob Vendor
Commitment ob Vendor in Hong Kong
Existing DP Vendor son. Company
Others (Please speciby)
B. COMPANY INFORMATION






2. Is your Company/Group Currently ossice-automated ?
Noyea
Reasons os Automation
Criteria sor equipment selection
3. Location os Operation
No. of OssicesHong Kong Iskabd
No. os ossicesKowlloon






Between 10 millions & 100 millions
100 millions & 500 millions
500 millions & 1,000 millions
Over HK$1,000 millions
THANK you FOR your KINO COOPERATION. PLEASE TICK IN THE BOX PROVIDED
IF you ARE INTERESTED IN THE RESULT OF THE SURVEY.
Name :
Address
吞 斗 巷 中 文 大 學THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
香 港 新 界 沙 田 · 電 話 ： ○ · 六 三 三 一 壹 一SHATIN• NT• HONG KONG• TEL. 0-633111• CABLE ADDRESS• SINOVERSITY
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Office Automation- Survey 1985*
The recent boom in integrated solutions offered by computer/
office automation vendors in Hong Kong does result in both
awareness and confusion for potential customers. As companies
operating in Hong Kong, a remote but prosperous small place
.far from USA where Office Automation originates, there are
various specific requirements which must be observed by
vendors in order to remain competitive in the market.
DO OFFERS FROM YOUR COMPANY MEET THOSE REQUIREMENTS?
As an independent party, we aim at, through this survey,
finding out the best Office Automation solution which able
to meet the various requirements from various companies
operating in Hong Kong. The survey will thus not only
provide customers an alternative solution but also criteria
for vendors to consider under the specific environment in
Hong Kong. Your contribution as a vendor is thus very
important for the analysis.
Kindly therefore spend a few minutes to complete the
attached questionnaire. If you are interested to have the
result of the survey, please indicate in the questionnaire
accordingly. Thank you for your attention in this matter.
Yours faithfully
Danny S. N. Wong, Ph. D.
Student, MHA ProgrammeLecturer, MBA Programme, CUHK
CUHKProject Supervisor
P.S. Please ignore this letter if you have already responded
to the survey.
H. C. Siu
Please tick in box provided Where applicable, your may tick more than one box
A. REQUIREMENTS
1. Which of the follwing do you consider as essential application areasin
office Automaton in Hong Kong in the coming three to five years?
PRIORITYNOMAJOR FUNCTIONS YESAREA
word- Pnocessing+ Typing Efficiency
Elrctronic Mailing + Communication
Electronic Filing + Filing 9 Retkievat
Appointment Scheduling + S cheduting
Ca1endar/Diary + Planning
Telex Messaging + In/Out Telex
Other Aneas (e.g. Voice/
Image Pnocasing)
None of the above is applcable
Reasons
Impnovement/ Enhancemen- A/tears
2. Which of the follwing courses of action would your Company consider ass the
best alternative for Companim in Hong Kong to office Automate?
Buying ONLY Standalone (Singte Unit) equipment
Buying diferent equipment for different applications
Buying ONLY integratede solutions
OtheA Action (Please specify)
3. What is the likely sum that your Company consider as appropriate fio
Companies to Office Automate in Hong Kong?
One-of Annual Recurring
Under HK$0.1 million
Between 0.1 million & 0.5 million
0.5 million & 1.0 million
1.0 million & 1.5 millions
1.5 million & 2.0 millions
Over HK$2.0 millions (Please indicate, amount








5. How would your Company consider the following factors affecting Companies
in Hong Kong to Ofifiice Automate?
No Effect Moderate Effect Serious Effect








Other Possible Factors (Please specify)
6. Please rank the following according to their importance your Company
consider before offering an Office Automation solution to your customers.











Communication Capability with others
Growth Capability
security Features
Total No. of Features offered
Price of Total System
Reputation of Vendor in industry
Supporting Services offered
Availability of Full Product Range
Training Services offered
Technical Expertise of Sales Rep.
No. of Existing Users of System
Integration capability with DP
Locatin of Vendor
Commitment of Vendor in Hong Kong
Existing DP Vendor for Company
Others (Please specify)





Retail Others (Rplease speciby
8.What do you see as the major reasons bor obbice Automation in Hong Kong ?
Reasons ob Automation
9. What is the appkoximate turnover size your Company expect bor potential
'relevant' customers?
Under HK$10 millions
Between 10 millions & 100 millions
100 millions & 500 millions
500 millions & 1,000 millionns
Over HK$1,000 millions
B. PRDUCT INFORMATION
1. Pleese detail below majors 6eatwtu os yours. ossice Automation ossers.
2. Please indicate the appnoxLma to cost os your ossice Automation osser.
(Max Growth)Handware ONILY (Initial)
(Max Gnowth)Sostware ONLy(Initial)
Other Costs (Please specisy)
3. Ptease provide the name os your various ossice Autice Automation ossers.
THANK you FOR KIND COOPERATION. PLEASE TICK IN THE BOX PROVIDED
IF you ARE INTERESTED IN THE RESULTF THE SURVEY.
Name:
Address
EXTRACTS OF MAJOR CURRENT OFFICE AUTOMATION OFFERS
1- Rurroughs Machines (Hong Kona) Limited
Name of Offer
















Major Features of Offer
In addition to all the requirements as expected by any
Office Automation users, Burroughs' strengths lies on the
capabilitiy to grow the systems to be in line with the
business change/growth. In other words, it could start off
with a standalone and grow to a fully grown worldwide
network.













Major Features of Offer
The software offered (CEO) is amongst one of the most
popular integrated office automation solutions in the US
market. In addition to offering basic office automation
functions, the package provides both growth capabilities as
well as special communication facilities with WANG for
document transfer. The hardware, the MV series, is also
famous for its reliability and excellence in
cost/performance in the minicomputer systems range.
PYTQZirTo, nF MAJOR CURRENT OFFICE AUTOMATION OFFERS










Maior Features of Offer
Digital has offered the DECmate specially for wboth
providing specially required functions both
implemented on hardwares and softwares. The ALL-IN-1
software is another integrated solutions to office
automation with interfacing capabilities to the
In addition, it offers user-d- g d cr
facility for user-customed menus or screens so that
individual company's requirements are observed.









Major Features of Offer
Hewlett Packard has introduced the touch screen
microcomputers as a step in ergonomics development for
office automation. However, despite that the same line of
hardware is used for office automation as with data-
processing, the software is not yet an integrated offers as
compared to other major vendors.











Maor Features of Otter
Another integrated solutions offered from Honeywell on
office automation. As the whole series of OMS equipment
runs on the same operating systems (GCOS), the system
provide growth with compatability. The machines are also
specially designed for office environment, with no special
raise-flooring or air-conditioning required.
EXTRACTS OF MAJOR CURRENT OFFICE AUTOMATION OFFERS










Ma i or Features of Offer
Oriental Data Systems is an agent for DataPoint, a computer
manufacturer famous for its ARC network in distributed
processing. The current offers provide entry level micros,
with grow through distributed processing by use of other
DataPoint equipment in the network. The IEOS provides
another solution to integrated office automation.
EXTRACTS OF MAJOR CURRENT OFFICE AUTOMATION OFFERS
7. WANG Pacific Limited
Name of Offer:












Major Features of Offer
As one of the leaders in the office automation area, WANG
does provide various options for various selection. From
specially designed standalone or cluster word-processors to
minicomputers for running fully integrated office automation
solution (the WANG Office) throughout a network (WANGnet)
are all provided for. The company has also been emphasising
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